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Voting discrepancy 
hits CISG election; 
results invalidated 
by Teresa Perrettl 
staff reporter 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment election results were declared 
invalid last night by the USG elections 
board. 
According to Howard Ishiyama, 
chief officer of USG legislative af- 
fairs, the results were impounded by 
Greg DeCrane, director of Student 
Organizations, because more ballots 
were collected than could be verified 
by cross-reference to signed com- 
puter print-outs. Students who voted, 
presented identification and were 
asked to sign next to their name on a 
computer print-out. 
"Although polls were 
manned by members of the election 
board as well as USG representatives, 
rules and procedures were not fol- 
lowed and thus results could not be 
verified," Ishiyama said. 
"No figures were compulated on 
any individual person, we cannot 
release any information because we 
do not have any," be said. 
Ishiyama added there was no evi- 
dence to substantiate the ballot boxes 
were stuffed. 
Candidates present at last night's 
emergency meeting expressed their 
displeasure at the announcement of 
the invalidation. 
"Campaigning for two weeks, and 
then this happens...it is heartbreak- 
ing," Bob Wade, candidate for USG 
president, said. 
Pete Banner, another candidate for 
USG president, said he believes this is 
going to add to the apathy of students 
who think voting is unimportant. 
Cindy Smith, candidate for vice 
Bresident said "students are apa- 
letic. They are not going to want to 
go out and vote again." 
"I don't think people are going to 
want to vote again, they are going to 
think we screwed up once and this is a 
Mickey Mouse election," Wade said. 
Elections have been rescheduled 
for Thursday March 29 and Ishiyama 
said new measures will be taken to 
ensure the results are valid. 
'We are rescheduling elections out 
of fairness to everyone involved," he 
said. "We want to do it right, make 
sure this doesn't happen again." 
~ Ishiyama said the election board is 
Cining to have only one polling 
th when the new elections take 
place instead of several booths. 
According to Ishiyama, presi- 
dent/vice president candidates will be 
allowed to spend an additional $25 for 
campaigning with at-large represen- 
tative candidates spending $10. 
"I can't handle this," Banner said. 
"It is unrealistic for them (the elec- 
tion board) to think we can go out and 
re-campaign all over again?' 
"With $25. campaigning is going to 
be impossible. There% no way we can 
get our name around with that kind of 
money," he added. 
Some candidates said they believe 
students will lose respect for USG but 
Ishiyama said "Our first responsibil- 
ity is not to the USG image, but to the 
student body." 
Mural completed 
Gail Searfoss, a 29 year-old senior art major, finished a wall mural in Jerome 
Library on March 14. Searfoss started the project after New Year's on the 
advice of assistant professor Adrian Tio who  "mentioned that there was a wall 
bg news statflSje Cross 
that desperately needed art/The mural is located on the second door in the 
cataloging department, and features a seascape with a lighthouse, sailboats, 
and a young girl admiring the view. 
First technical writing major in Ohio possible at the (University 
by Carol Porter 
reporter  
The University may soon be the 
only four-year institution in Ohio to 
offer an undergraduate major and 
minor in technical communication, 
according to Dr. William Coggin, di- 
rector of the technical writing pro- 
gram. 
Coggin, an associate professor of 
English, said the proposed program is 
ready but must be approved by the 
Ohio Board of Regents before it can 
go into effect. 
"The program is strong enough and 
attractive enough that it should 
pass," Coggin said, "especially since 
it would be the only undergraduate 
program in the state of Ohio." 
There has been a graduate degree 
in technical writing at the University 
since 1979, and according to Coggin, it 
has an international reputation as a 
high quality program. 
That reputation can only enhance 
an undergraduate major," he said, 
"and we suspect a nationwide draw of 
students if the program is approved." 
Coggin said the ideal student for the 
program is "someone who has a lot of 
interest in oral and written commu- 
nication and a healthy curiosity about 
science and technology." 
Technical writers are expected to 
convey scientific and technical infor- 
mation to various audiences in a clear 
and accurate way, he said. This in- 
volves research, writing, editing and 
selection of the appropriate medium 
for the intended audience. 
THE TECHNICAL COMMUNICA- 
TION major would be required to take 
courses in writing, editing, computer 
science, technology, graphics, design 
and project management with a cog- 
nate, or 18 hours, in science or tech- 
nology. An internship would also be 
required, Coggin said. 
"The job outlook for technical com- 
municators is excellent and improv- 
ing because our society is becoming 
more and more technological," Cog- 
gin said. "The general population 
over the last few years has become 
more inquisitive about science and 
technology, and that greatly im- 
proves the market for technical com- 
municators." 
The University also has an active 
student chapter of the Society for 
Technical Communication (STC), the 
international association of technical 
writers. 
Lynnette Porter, president of the 
Bowling. Green chapter of STC, said 
the organization is open to all students 
interested in technical communica- 
tion. It publishes interchange, an in- 
ternational newsletter for technical 
writing students. The meetings also 
provide students with opportunities to 
make professional contacts, Porter 
added. 
Visiting French fifth graders tour University 
by Patty Rltter 
start reporter 
A class of fifth graders from 
Oregon City Schools in Oregon, 
Ohio enjoyed a tour of the Univer- 
sity yesterday, even though they 
couldn't understand the language 
of the students who attend classes. 
The twenty students, 9 to 12 
years-old, are participating in 
French Class in America, an ex- 
change program sponsored by the 
Parisian government and Stan- 
Elementary School in Oregon. 
Through the efforts of the Alumni 
Association and the residents of the 
French House, the students from 
Paris received a tour of the Univer- 
I to Joy Hodak, elemen- 
tary supervisor at Starr Elemen- 
tary, the students arrived in the 
United States on March 7 and will 
be staying with host families in the 
Oregon area until March 27. 
While in the United States the 
students attend "French" classes, 
so the schooling aspect of their stay 
is not much different, said Marie 
Claude, the French students' bil- 
ingual instructor from Paris. The 
students are instructed by their 
French teachers and have their 
own curriculum, she added. 
"The children are doing just fine. 
Since they have their own trans- 
planted classes it makes it much 
easier for them to adjust. We had to 
deal with homesickness for the 
first few days, but now everyone is 
having a good time," she said. 
Patti Telenko, a freshman 
French education major who 
helped with the University tour, 
said the children were very Inquisi- 
tive about several aspects ot the 
University and the United States. 
"They were so excited about 
everything, because being here (at 
the University) and in America is 
all new, big, and different to 
them," Telenko said. 
THE EXCHANGE STUDENTS 
aren't the only ones experiencing 
changes, however. Hosting a for- 
eign student also is a challenge for 
the Oregon families, Hodak said. 
"We had a family dinner the 
other night where the host families 
and the visiting students met to- 
gether. It was funny to see the 
parents running around w*th their 
French dictionaries in hand," Ho- 
dak said. 
Jayne Casey, a host "mother" 
for one of the French students who 
took French classes with other host 
parents to prepare for the ex- 
changes students' three-week stay, 
said the language differences have 
caused few communication prob- 
lems between her family and their 
visiting student. 
"We manage to communicate 
with hand motions, facial express- 
ions and a picture dictionary and 
have had tew problems," Casey 
said. "She (the exchange student) 
has adjusted great, and we're 
really lucky because of that. She 
even calls me her 'American 
mommy.'" 
Because the students speak little 
English, their attempts to commu- 
nicate with non-French speaking 
people are sometimes kept to sim- 
ple, universal topics, such as the 
weather. The snow Bowling Green 
received last week was a popular 
topic to discuss with the University 
students taking the French stu- 
dents on their tour. 
"No snow in France," was one 
attempt of a 12 year-old French 
student to say it snows in France, 
but not as much as it does here. 
Hodak said, despite the cultural 
differences between the American 
and French students, the children 
at Starr Elementary had little diffi- 
culty accepting their foreign class- 
mates. 
"Children are universal," she 
said. "And this program really justifies that fact* 
Teaching certification 
not required to teach 
Luncht i me! *° nows ,,aW" * r°ss 
Digging Into lunch after a morning of touring the BGSCJ campus are Lucie 
Jacento(leftl ^ngelique Chanson, and Alexandria Zurcher iright) The three 9 
year-olds go lo school at Paul Langeuin in Champs/Marne which is about 16 miles 
out of Paris. 
by Tom A. Augello 
■epone'  
"Those that can... do, and those 
that can't, teach." 
That is an old adage that would 
have the hair on the back of most 
college instructors' necks stand on 
end. Of course, old adages are seldom 
accurate, and hiring requirements at 
most colleges - including the Univer- 
sity - would indicate that this one is 
wrong. 
In fact, aside from programs that 
teach teachers, most departments at 
the University look for professional 
expertise instead of teaching certifi- 
cation when interviewing candidates 
for a teaching position. According to 
most of the University's college 
deans, the majority of people who 
teach in their areas do not have a 
pedagogical, or teaching, degree. 
Dr. Edward Morgan, acting dean of 
the College of Health and Community 
Services said, his college looks for 
faculty with experience in their field. 
"It's a matter of what is the most 
important thing. Is it the in-depth 
knowledge of the field, or the pedo- 
gogical or teaching skills? We happen 
to think it's the in-depth knowledge of 
the field," Morgan said. "We think 
it's good to have experience; it's very 
seldom that we would hire anyone 
that didn't have something in their 
dossier that demonstrated some suc- 
cess in teaching." 
ACCORDING TO Robert Thayer, 
dean of the College of Musical Arts, 
over half of his faculty have a teach- 
ing degree. He said that doesn't mean 
those of his faculty that do not have 
any teaching certification are not 
good teachers because most graduate 
programs throughout the country re- 
quire the fulfillment of some form of 
teaching experience. 
He said the College of Musical Arts 
emphasizes different qualifications 
for different positions when hiring a 
teacher. 
"For most of our positions we are 
interested in documentation of teach- 
ing experience," Thayer said. He said 
while instructors for the music educa- 
tion program definitely need a speci- 
fied teaching experience, artistry as a 
performer is the foremost require- 
ment when hiring applied instrument 
faculty. Furthermore, the most im- 
portant credential for persons inter- 
ested in teaching in the 
composition/history sequences is a 
background in those specific areas. 
Dr. Joseph Spinelli, assistant dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
said some people think if a person has 
a doctorate they automatically can 
teach. 
"Well, it does not mean you can 
teach. It's like saying everyone who 
has a Ph.D. is a nice person, or is 
friendly. You can be a Nobel Prize 
winner and be a rotten person," he 
said. 
All of the college deans said teach- 
ing ability was an important factor 
when hiring a teacher. Since most 
University departments that are not 
hiring education teachers do not re- 
r're a teaching degree or certificate, 
y often rely on reccommendations, 
experience and evaluations to assess 
a candidate's teaching potential. 
Dean of the College of Business 
Administration, Robert Patton, said 
most colleges emphasize knowledge 
and skill in the area the person would 
be teaching. He said he does not see 
this changing in the near future. 
Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of the 
College of Education said she does not 
think college teachers need certifica- 
tion, but would not mind seeing teach- 
ers have a little more training. 
"I think it would be marvelous if all 
teachers were trained in how to teach 
in the course of their doctoral pro- 
grams," Packard said. She said some 
people with a doctorate only have a 
brief seminar on pedagogy, and she 
would like to see instructors come to 
the classroom with more background 
in how to lecture, give tests and help 
students with problems. 
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Gierlach's dismissal 
showed poor timing 
1< XJe'd been given many opportunities to prove himself 
Aland we felt it would be a disservice to students to keep 
him in this post," Undergraduate Student Government 
President Brian Baird said Monday in reference to the firing 
of Joe Gierlach as public relations coordinator. 
But another disservice to students was USG's failure to 
immediately publicize that Gierlach had been fired. 
The student body, who Baird and Karen Washbush (USG 
vice president) were elected to represent, deserved to know 
that one of the highest cabinet members was fired for not 
doing the job he was appointed to do. Students had a right to 
know that a candidate vying for USG president was unable to 
handle the lesser task of public relations coordinator. 
Baird and Washbush, who made the decision to fire 
Gierlach last Tuesday and were able to notify him on 
Thursday, hoped that word of their action would not get out. 
While we support Baird and Washbush in their decision to 
fire Gierlach when it seemed obvious after many attempts 
that be could no longer effectively perform his tasks, we 
must be critical of the timing. 
They had tolerated his poor work performance in the past 
and had given him ample opportunity to improve himself, 
which they say he failed to do. So, Gierlach was given the axe 
last Thursday and four days later, the day before the 
election, the News was made aware of the situation by a USG 
cabinet member. 
Baird and Washbush said they were acting in the best 
interest of the student body by firing Gierlach, but had they 
truly been acting in the best interest of the students, they 
would not have hesitated to announce their decision last 
Thursday. 
USG President responds 
to dismissal of Gierlach 
by Brian Baird 
I am writing this letter to clarify my 
position and explain my dilemma in 
the release of Mr. Joseph Gierlach 
from his position as USG Public Rela- 
tions Coordinator. Some important 
facts most be stated for the record to 
shed light on the situation: 
1. Mr. Gierlach was appointed to 
cabinet, with the consent of the Gen- 
eral Assembly, in September of 1963. 
He was given a job description, and on 
several occasions this semester Ka- 
ren Washbush and I held private 
meetings with Mr. Gierlach to inform 
him that be was not performing his job adequately and that he should 
make an attempt to improve. He was 
finally informed that he was being 
placed on probation for a certain 
period of time with the understanding 
Sat he would be released if he did not 
show   marked   improvement.   Mr. 
Gierlach showed no improvement at 
all, and with the failure of any public 
relations regarding USG sponsored 
"Rap with your Rep" (which had 
been planned a month in advance), 
the decision was made to remove him 
bom his position on March 6. The 
actual removal took place on March 8 
and would have taken place on the 
day the decision was made, but we 
could not reach Mr. Gierlach, and he 
did not come in the office in that time. 
I As the Student Body President, I 
answer to the undergraduate student 
body and to no one else. I have been 
honest in every way with my constitu- 
ents. To not do so now would go 
against everything I believe in. I 
therefore agreed with Mr. Gierlach 
that no announcement would be made 
publicly, but we (Karen and I) had to 
Worm the rest of the cabinet. I also 
stated that if approached by any 
constituents regarding the situation, I 
could not and would not lie about what 
had transpired with regard to his 
release from his position. I made this 
statement due to the fact that his poor 
performance was a concern of some 
members of the USG General Assem- 
bly and they were questioning Karen 
and I on what action we were going to 
take. 
1. An unnamed source did tip off the 
BG Nawa without my nor Karen's 
prior knowledge or consent on Mon- 
day March 11 When approached by 
the Newt regarding the situation, I 
1 the*7 questions honestly. I 
will not be a party to any type of 
cover-up because that would violate 
my morals and values, but above all it 
would violate the Student Body Con- 
stitution which I am sworn to uphold 
and enforce. I must state emphati- 
cally, Karen and I did not approach 
the News with this story ana had no 
Intention ol ever doing sol 
4. The decision to release Mr. Gier- 
lach was in no way intended to be 
what people have probably termed "a 
political power play" or "dirty poli- 
tics." This decision was made with 
regard to Joe Gierlach as a member 
of my cabinet, not Joe Gierlach the 
presidential candidate. All members 
of the cabinet, as well as the president 
and vice-president, are in office until 
the last regularly scheduled General 
Assembly meeting of the year (last 
week in April), according to the Stu- 
dent Body Constitution. All actions of 
the cabinet reflect on the president 
who appoints them. I have no con- 
cerns about who will fill the office of 
President due to the fact that I am a 
graduating senior, and I know that the 
students will choose the best person. 
5.1 do not agree with the way the 
News presented the story and I feel 
the incident was sensationalized at 
the expense of those involved. The 
News left out many important facts 
and the resulting story present a 
slanted view of the situation. 
I am very sad that this situation has 
been twisted into an ugly monster and 
I am sure many readers have passed 
Judgment without knowing the facts. I 
would hope people understand the 
extremely difficult situation Mr. Gier- 
lach put me in by not doing his job in 
the first place. If I had not removed 
him from office, I would have failed in 
my duties also. I only regret that I 
eve Mr. Gierlach too many chances 
prove himself. I don't ask for sym- 
pathy because I stand by the decision 
100 percent; what I am asking is that 
the readers try to understand the 
facts and chain of events that underlie 
this mess. I feel USG has served you 
well in the past year, but in order to do 
so, it takes people who are seriously 
dedicated to their jobs, student rights, 
and making student opinion known. I 
can accept no less than an honest, 
whole hearted attempt to do a good job - and that is where the problem all 
began. 
Baird is toe president of Undergrad- 
uate Student Government 
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Assessing Super Tuesday's results 
by Donald M. Rothberg 
Bounding the first turn in the Demo- 
cratic presidential race, Gary Hart 
and Walter Mondale emerged neck 
and neck after Super Tuesday's pri- 
maries and caucuses. The Colorado 
senator claimed a victory over "the 
politics of yesterday," while the for- 
mer vice president asserted he was 
"back in the race." 
The contest looked more and more 
like a two-man race as Hart and 
Mondale headed into the industrial 
Midwest today where Michigan and 
Illinois are the next big targets. 
Of the five primaries on Tuesday, 
Hart carried Florida, Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island, while Mondale was 
the winner in Georgia and Alabama. 
Hart and Mondale were only a few 
votes apart in Oklahoma caucuses, 
while Hart jumped to a comfortable 
lead in Washington. 
Caucus results from Hawaii had 
Mondale winning only S of 27 dele- 
gates up for grabs, with the other 22 
remaining uncommitted. Hart was 
leading Mondale in Nevada's cau- 
cuses. 
Hart looked assured of a majority of 
the 511 delegates chosen on the cam- 
paign's busiest day so far. but Mon- 
dale continued to hold the overall 
lead. 
Of the delegates selected since the 
Brocess began, Mondale had 285 and 
art 167. John Glenn had 33 delegates 
and the Rev. Jesse Jackson 31. 
George McGovern, saying he would 
"fully accept the verdict of my spe- 
cial friends, the voters of Massachu- 
setts," was the latest casualty of the 
race after finishing third in the state 
that stood alone in his column in 1972. 
"I feel younger this morning than I 
did in 1972 when I was defeated by 
former President Nixon," McGovern 
said on ABC's "Good Morning Amer- 
ica." 
His departure cuts the Democratic 
field to four. The race began with 
eight contenders. 
Hart said he talked to McGovern 
today but didn't get an endorsement. 
"He said that Vice President Mondale 
is in his judgment a more classic 
liberal." 
Hart was flying to Detroit to meet 
with United Auto Workers officials 
bucking labor's united front for Mon- 
dale. Appearing on NBC's "Today" 
show,  he predicted that Michigan 
"will be a very tough state for us.1' 
But he told the "CBS Morning 
News" that "I think this campaign 
does have national strength." 
Mondale, meanwhile, bypassed the 
network's morning news shows to 
sleep before heading to Illinois to 
address the Chicago Council on For- 
eign Relations. 
"We're back and ready to run," his 
campaign manager, Robert Beckel, 
said on the NBC show. "Yes, I think 
we're out of trouble. We had a rough 
couple of weeks." 
Hart and Mondale cheered the Su- 
per Tuesday results and predicted a 
long battle to settle who will emerge 
from the Democratic National Con- 
vention in San Francisco next July as 
the challenger to President Reagan. 
"It's going to be a marathon all the 
way to California," Mondale told sup- 
porters. 
"This is going to be a long, tough 
fight," said Hart campaign manager 
Oliver Henkel. 
Glenn, whose third place finish in 
Alabama was his best primary show- 
ing of the day, nonetheless declared 
his campaign "is very much alive." 
It also was very much in debt and a 
Glenn aide said a decision on the 
future of the Ohio senator's bid was 
still to be made. 
Jackson captured 21 percent of the 
vote in Georgia and regained eligibil- 
ity for federal matching campaign 
funds. Jackson was threatened with 
loss of the federal subsidy after he 
failed to get 10 percent of the vote in 
either New Hampshire or Vermont. 
Jackson vowed to campaign "to the 
end and beyond." 
"Now that George McGovern is out, 
I represent the new direction," Jack- 
son said on "Today." 
But on the ABC show, he added, 
"The black vote was far more gener- 
ous toward Mondale than the white 
vote was toward me." 
Super Tuesday once loomed as the 
day Mondale planned to take an insur- 
mountable lead in the Democratic 
race. But after Hart's upset victories 
in New Hampshire, Maine, Vermont 
and Wyoming, the big round of prima- 
ries and caucuses looked more like 
the Coloradan's chance to surge far 
ahead of the field. 
Neither candidate scored a Super 
Tuesday knockout. 
"I think today was a watershed for 
this candidacy," Hart said in a tele- 
vision interview. "It demonstrated 
strength outside New England." 
Hart had hoped for a victory in one 
of the Southern primaries and he got 
it in Florida. 
Mondale, who opened the season 
with a big win in the Iowa caucuses, 
had been shut out by Hart since then. 
After his victories in Alabama and 
Georgia, he told supporters: 
"I am back in the race. A month ago 
this was a bandwagon. Tonight it's a 
crusade." 
Hart called the results a message 
from voters that "the politics of the 
past will not address the challenges of 
the 1980's, that the politics of the 
special interests and narrow interests 
(are contrary to) this country's na- 
tional interest." 
Democrats will choose another 816 
delegates by the end of this month in 
contests ranging from the Illinois 
primary next Tuesday to caucuses 
this Saturday in Michigan, Missis- 
sippi. Arkansas, Kentucky and South 
Carolina. Connecticut holds a primary 
on March 24, giving Hart an opportu- 
nity for a clean sweep of the six New 
England states. 
By the end of March, Democrats 
will have chosen 1,429 delegates, 42 
percent of the total of 3,933 that will be 
at the San Francisco convention. A 
total of 1,967 is needed for the nomi- 
nation. 
Rothberg is a political writer for the 
Associated Press. 
Voters attacked by early pollsters 
by Art Buchwald  
A person's vote used to be the most 
sacred thing in his life, and one thing 
he was permitted to do in privacy. Not 
any more. 
When Joe Procter walked out of the 
voting booth the other day he was 
surrounded by six people with clip- 
boards. 
"What's your religion?" one person 
shouted. 
"How old are you?" another de- 
manded. 
"How much money do you make?" 
someone else wanted to know. 
"Hey, what's going on?" Procter 
said. 
"We're conducting an exit poll," 
one of the clipboard people replied. 
"We want to know who you voted 
for." 
"I don't think that's any of your 
business," Procter said. 
"What do you mean it isn't any of 
our business? We have to know so we 
can report it on television." 
"I don't want my vote shown on 
television," Procter said. 
"Well report vou for interfering 
with the electoral process," someone 
said. "It's your duty as an American 
to tell us how you voted." 
"And also to reveal if you're mar- 
ried or single, and whether you're a 
conservative or a liberal." 
Clear Views 
"And why you voted for one candi- 
date as opposed to the other." 
"Says who?" Procter demanded. 
"The public has a right to know. 
How can we tell who won the primary 
if you won't answer our questions." 
''Why don't you wait until the bal- 
lots are counted?" Procter asked. 
"We can't do that or the other 
networks will scoop us. Americans 
don't have time to sit around until the 
ballots are tabulated." 
"Well, they're going to have to wait 
if they want to know how I voted," 
Procter said. 
"Okay," said a clipboard holder. 
"If you won't tell us who you voted 
for, will you tell us who you voted 
against?" 
"Not on your life." 
"Does that mean you voted against 
Mondale?" 
"I've got to go home for lunch." 
"Don't be hardheaded. We're not 
going to use your name. If you didn't 
vote for Hart iust tell us why." 
"I'm going to call a cop." 
"Does that mean you voted for 
Glenn because you think he's stronger 
for law and order?" 
"Hold it. There are two things in my 
life that I can do in privacy - and one 
of them is vote secretly for the candi- 
date of my choice." 
"What's the other?" 
"To go to the bathroom, which is 
what I've got to do right now." 
One of the pollsters shouted, "If you 
don't answer our questions you're 
threatening the sanctity of exit polls.'' 
"Well, you'll have to poll somebody 
else." 
"If you're not talking, that means 
you voted for Jackson." 
"You can hang tough if you want to, 
but Tom Brokaw is going to hear 
about this." 
"If you won't play the game, don't 
ever ask Dan Rather for a favor." 
"You could cost Jennings and Brin- 
kely their jobs." 
"Is that all you have to say?" 
Procter asked. 
"No, there is one more thing. Don't 
ever meet Sam Donaldson in a dark 
alley." 
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate 
School prayer editorial 
internally inconsistent 
Your March 7 editorial, "Maintain 
Separation of Church and State," is 
inconsistent with your own reporting 
of the facts and the logic used within it 
is internally flawed. You state that 
"President Reagan is reversing cen- 
turies of religious liberation toy 
amending the Constitution to require 
prayer in schools," but report on page 
six that the proposed amendment 
states, "No person shall be required 
to participate in prayer" (italics 
mine). You go on to state that what 
makes America great "... is the 
freedom to profess or not profess a 
religion," yet seemingly nave no 
problem with a de facto current policy 
KNOJ 
OH.GOAHWDWL, 
YarREStfpfi-fO 
TO REUTE TO 
lOUHbMWTO 
$r\Y... DO YOU WCM/ 
'FCMAWALCO^'? 
that denies this right to school chil- 
dren should they wish to express it in 
an organized public fashion. 
Unfortunately the logic of the issue 
is inescapable - religious freedom can 
mean either the right to participate or 
the right to decline to participate. In a 
country founded on the right of the 
majority to rule, arguing for the neg- 
ative position that denies the majority 
of people who do believe in God the 
right to publicly express those beliefs, 
as school children, is difficult to un- 
derstand. 
Richard W. Buchanan, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Marketing 
by T. Downing and T. Cleary 
su?e MATE. 
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St. Vincent Medical Center receives emergency helicopter 
by Mike Mclntyre 
stall reoorler 
Life threatening disasters are not a 
common occurrence in Bowling 
Green, but if one does happen the Life 
Flight unit of St. Vincent Medical 
Center in Toledo will be on the spot 
with their new Aerospatiale Dauphin 
2 helicooter. 
Dr. Frank Foss, director of the 
emergency medicine residency pro- 
gram at St. Vincent Medical Center, 
said the hospital is the first in the 
nation to have this type of medical 
aircraft. 
"We received the Dauphin Feb. 9 
and as of now have flown 12 missions, 
mostly inter-hospital transport of 
very serious cases," he said. "The 
new aircraft (the Dauphin) is larger 
and faster and can still fit into the 
same space as a smaller one, the 
increase in size is all on the inside." 
Patricia Yancy R.N., Life Flight 
operations manager said the new 
helicopter is a valuable addition to the 
hospital. 
"The Dauphin gives us state of the 
art technology as far as helicopters 
go, safer twin engines, and more 
space," she said. "We can carry the 
pilot, a doctor, nurse, medical sup- 
plies and two patients just as we could 
with our previous aircraft, but now we 
can also carry an extra body, one 
tiered on top of the other." 
FOSS SAID the previous aircraft, 
the Allouette 3, was good for the four 
and one-half years it was used, and 
now another hospital uses it. 
Yancy said they knew they were 
dealing with old technology with the 
Allouette and would have to find 
something better. 
"We service southeast Michigan, 
the tip of Indiana near the Ohio bor- 
der, and most of Ohio, generally a 130 
mile radius of Toledo." she said. "The 
other aircraft would keep us away 
from our primary radius of 40 miles 
around Toledo because it was slow, 
the Dauphin cuts our air time by one- 
third and eliminates that problem." 
Foss said the Dauphin can be 
adapted to multiple uses, some they 
haven't even begun to think about. 
"What a ship this would be if we did 
have a medical disaster. We could fly 
in medical supplies, medical personal 
and treat patients in the sir while 
transporting them to a hospital," be 
said. 
Senior Challenge solicits contributions 
by Michelle Maulorlco 
reporter  
Before seniors don their caps and 
gowns and march to "Pomp and Cir- 
cumstance" on May 12, they have one 
more chance to leave their mark at 
the University. 
Senior Challenge, the senior class 
fund raiser, will be April 2 through 
April 6. Over 300 Senior Challenge 
volunteers will contact prospective 
seniors during Senior Giving Week 
and ask them for pledges to help meet 
the goal of $48,000. 
The project's purpose is to make the 
University a better place by contin- 
ually upgrading its services, accord- 
ing to Larry Weiss, director of alumni 
affairs. 
"It is important to have good things 
happen to the University," he said. 
Fifty percent of the amount pledged 
will go to the area or areas specified 
by the senior on his or her pledge 
card. These could include campus 
organizations, college donations or 
scholarship funds. 
Weiss said in 1972 the donor sugges- 
tion aspect of the program was added 
and this appealed to many students. 
"This made the program more 
marketable and more seniors became 
involved," he said. 
The remaining 50 percent will be 
divided between the Placement Office 
and the Financial Aid Office, areas 
chosen by the program's 15 member 
executive committee. The Placement 
Office will use the money for such 
things as upgrading recruiter proce- 
dures, office publications, staff 
workshops and job development pro- 
grams. 
An emergency loan fund will be 
established by the Financial Aid Of- 
fice with the money it receives. Last 
year $700,000 in short-term emer- 
gency loans were given through the 
office's loan funds. 
THE PROGRAM is structured so 
the contributions will be paid over a 
three-year period. Pledges usually 
range from $90 to $300, but seniors can 
donate whatever amount they wish. 
Payments will not begin until June 
1985 to allow students a chance to gain 
employment and establish financial 
security before the bills arrive. 
"We try to make the program fair 
and feasible and to enable as many 
people as possible to participate, 
Weiss said. 
He added that he believes the goal is 
"very reachable and we are opti- 
mistic." 
G wynne Gulliford, Senior Challenge 
executive committee member, said 
"In light of the job market improving 
and job interviews increasing, we 
think people will be looser with their 
funds. We are anticipating a good 
response by the reaction of about 150 
volunteers who already have pledged 
almost $13,000." 
Weiss explained that in 1970 the 
Senior Challenge program replaced 
the single class gift program. The new 
approach involved seniors in all the 
decision making as far as where the 
money should be distributed, as well 
as publicity and publication ideas for 
the program. By having seniors "run 
the whole program" this also added 
substance to it, he said. 
"Bowling Green is noted for having 
the best Senior Challenge program in 
the country," he added. 
Since it began, Ohio State, Miami 
University and Akron University 
have adopted a similar program. 
Small businessmen's 
conference sponsored 
A conference to enlighten leaders of 
small communities about new sources 
of state assistance to small business- 
men will be held at the University 
March 22. 
"There have been so many changes 
recently in financial incentive pro- 
grams that it's hard to keep up. We 
hope to provide information so com- 
munity leaders will learn where they 
can go for help," Joyce Kepke, direc- 
tor of continuing education confer- 
ence programs said yesterday. 
Kepke said Bowling Green is a step 
ahead of the program because munic- 
ipal administrators here are knowl- 
edgeable on most of the newly 
implemented state programs. 
This is good for businessmen here, 
because the more knowledge mund- 
pal administrators have about these 
programs the easier it is for the 
businessman who needs help to get 
it," she said. 
The program will run from 9 a.m.-4 
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the Uni- 
versity Union and will include several 
guest speakers to update participants 
on sources for the state funded pro- 
grams. 
These include Dennis Bellman, ex- 
ecutive director of the Fostoria Devel- 
opment Corp.; Don Dick, director of 
area development for Toledo Edison, 
and Christine Dietsch, president of 
the Mid-American Council on Eco- 
nomic Development. 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
ING A NURSE IN THE ARMY ; i« • 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
PRIVATE AREA: 228 S. COLLEGE 
* 2 blocks from campus 
* 1 bedroom furnished or 
unfurnished 
* Laundry room on premsies 
* Free heat * Water * Sewer 
* Security lights 
* Largejard & Private entrance 
352-5620   328   S.   Main   352-1165 
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Typewriters could be obsolete 
Computers ease workload 
Rita Glnley 
slow reporter 
Students can pack up 
their typewriters and 
throw away their white-out 
because now they can set 
the job done quicker in the 
dorms with a word proc- 
The installment of word 
processing packages in 
residence hall computer 
labs gives students ready 
access to a system that 
could render the type- 
writer obsolete. 
Residence Life bought a 
word processing package 
called AppleWriter for 
each of the labs in the 
dorms and the Union, 
Richard Conrad, director 
of computer services, said. 
The labs that have the 
AppleWriter are in 17 Kohl 
Hall; 102 Treadway Hall, 
Founders Quadrangle; 200 
Chapman, Harshman Quadrangle; 200 Bat- 
chelder, Kreischer Quad- 
rangle; and the Carnation 
Room in the Union. 
"Putting the computers 
in the residence halls 
makes it easier for stu- 
dents to use them and it 
may make the dorms a 
more desirable place to 
live." Conrad said. 
The word processor can 
be used by any student as a 
typewriter would be used, 
but Conrad said that some 
training is needed. Instruc- 
tion manuals are available 
in all of the labs, and Com- 
Cuter Services is prepared 
i have seminars tor inter- 
ested students. 
"I feel the word proc- 
essors will benefit students 
because previously they 
either had to write papers 
by hand or use a type- 
writer. Now we are provid- 
ing a type system for 
students if they are willing 
to take the Initiative to 
learn to use it," said Con- 
rad. 
"The system is much 
more than a typewriter 
and the only cost to the 
student is their desire to 
learn," he said. 
The seminars given by 
Computer Services begin 
on Friday afternoon, 
March 30 from 2:30 - 4 p.m. 
and will be held on the 
following two Fridays. 
Credit cannot be obtained 
and there is no charge. 
Enrollment is limited to 30 
students per session, so 
reservations must be made 
in advance. 
I Field Manor Apartments I 
542, 560 Frazee Avenue 
519 Leroy Avenue 
onlys425 
Basement units only 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
I        Offer Expires March 16.1984 
month & electric 
The 
Bowling Gnen State University 
Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting 
applications for 
thebQnew/ 
EDITOR 
Commencing following Spring 
Break through 1984-85 academic year 
Applications Available: 106 University Hall 
DEADLINE: 
Friday March 16, 5p.m. 
HOLLIS A. MOORE 
SERVICE AWARD 
Applications Available At: 
• 405 Student Services Building 
• 305 Student Services Building 
• Union Information Booth 
• Commuter Center 
• University Bookstore 
•UAO Office 
Recognizes outstanding 
• undergraduates 
• graduates 
• faculty 
• administrator 
• classified staff 
DEADLINE EXTENDED TO MARCH 16,1984 
(grades With <r/ai // a r 
by Carol Porter 
rter 
nts who think that 
professors' handwriting is 
as bad as doctors' may find 
an exception in Dr. James 
Hamer. Hie University 
English professor grades 
his papers using calligra- 
_raphy, the art of 
fine writing, has grown 
popular lately because 
people are becoming more 
conscious of their hand- 
writing, Hamer said. 
"A lot of interest in calli- 
graphy seems to be occur- 
ring in the 20-30 age group, 
who went through grade 
school when the teaching 
of handwriting was pretty 
much ignored," Harner 
said. 
"Handwriting has be- 
come progressively more 
atrocious, he said, "and I 
think people have a ten- 
dency to want to correct 
that.*' 
Calligraphy involves 
some very specific kinds of 
letter forms and includes a 
variety of hands, or styles, 
Harner said. 
He said there has been a 
lot of recent interest in 
calligraphy for special use 
such as on wedding an- 
nouncements and recogni- 
tion certificates. However, 
he said that in the medi- 
eval and Renaissance peri- 
ods calligraphy was very 
common, especially on le- 
gal documents. 
A great deal of Harner's 
research involves late me- 
dieval and Renaissance pe- 
riod court and legal 
documents that have never 
been transcribed. 
"I got interested in calli- 
graphy for purely practi- 
cal reasons, he said. "I 
discovered that one of the 
best ways to learn to read 
those manuscripts was to 
learn how to write them." 
He said his ability to 
imitate different styles of 
writing helped him when 
he started practicing calli- 
graphy from manuals. 
Harner, who teaches 
Shakespeare and Renais- 
sance literature, said he 
also collects old manu- 
scripts and rare books 
which he uses in class as 
examples of the writing of 
that   period.   The   oldest 
fiiece in his collection is a 
eaf (page) from a 13th 
century French devotional 
manual. 
Because his interest in 
calligraphy is purely prac- 
tical, Harner said he does 
not consider himself to be a 
"true" calligrapher - 
which he defines as one 
who conscientiously prac- 
tices letter forms for deco- 
rative purposes and is 
interested In calligraphy 
as an art form. 
However, he said calli- 
graphy has become almost 
second nature to him, and 
whenever he writes, he 
uses it. 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING 
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WINTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
"EARLY BIRD 
SPECIAL" 
WE PAY HEAT. WATER, CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave., 
Summit St. 
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Weekends 9-5:00 Saturdays 10-3:00 Evenings by Appt. 
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PAPERBACK BOOKS 
ONLY 25< 
WE HAVE OVER 3,000 
NEW AND USED PAPERBACKS! 
READING MATERIAL- 
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NEED READING MATERIAL FOR THOSE LONG RIDES 
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"dateline- 
Thursday, March 15 
Scholarship - Applica- 
tions for four $150 book 
scholarships offered to stu- 
dents in the College of 
Health and Community 
Services through the 
Alumni Association are 
due tomorrow at S p.m. 
More information is avail- 
able in 102 Health Center, 
the College of Health and 
Community Services of- 
fice. 
Spanish - A Spanish con- 
versation hour will be held 
at Mark's Pizza Pub at 6 
p.m. 
Seniors - Cap and gown 
orders for May 12 com- 
mencement are being 
taken at the University 
Bookstore in the Student 
Services Building. No cash 
is needed at the time the 
measurements are taken. 
Loans - All graduating 
seniors or students leaving 
the University after spring 
semester- MM,  who have 
National Defense-Direct 
Student loans, Nursing Stu- 
dent loans or Student De- 
velopment loans, should 
make an exit interview ap- 
pointment with the Student 
Loan Office. For more in- 
formation, call 372-0112. 
UAO Mini Courses - Today 
is the registration deadline 
for various six-week non- 
credit courses including 
aerobics, mixology and 
sign language. Cost varies. 
Register by 5 p.m. at the 
UAO Office, third floor of 
the Union. 
Fflm - "America in Tran- 
sition," a film describing 
the political situation in 
Latin America, will be 
shown in 207 Hanna. A dis- 
cussion will be held af- 
terward by Dr. Roger 
Anderson, associate pro- 
fessor of political science. 
Sponsored by the Social 
Justice Committee. Free 
and open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the JVews, lists dates and 
times of campus events. 
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Journalism 300 Admission* 
Students wishing to enroll summer or fall in 
Journalism 300 Introduction to Journalistic Writing 
must fill out a form before Friday, March 30, In the 
School of Journalism, Room 103 of University Hall. 
Preference for admission will be given to Journa- 
lism majors and RTVf-, education and sports man- 
agement majors who satisfy the four prerequisites 
for the course. 
However, other majors will be admitted as space 
permits. Nonmajors should submit a current copy of 
their transcript. Persons who are deficient In 
prerequisites should submit a typed letter of petition 
to the Admissions Committee of the School of 
Journalism explaining their situation. 
The four prerequisites are: 1. grade of "C" or 
better In English 112. 2. grade of "C" or better In 
Journalism 103, 3. passing score on the English 
grammar test that Is administered by the School of 
Journalism, and 4. a grade point average of at least 
2.7 for 30 semester hours of courses. 
At the university's preregistratlon, students 
should register for the section of Journalism 300 
'hg.Uhey prefer.   DEADLINE: MARCH 30 
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'Star Wars' takes 'twinkle out ot star' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Government scientists, in 
their search for a shield 
against Soviet nuclear mis- 
siles, have "learned to 
take the twinkle out of a 
star," President Reagan's 
science adviser said yes- 
terday. 
The discovery came dur- 
ing research that could be 
used in ground-based las- 
ers designed to destroy the 
attacking weapons, Dr. 
George Keyworth said dur- 
ing a breakfast meeting 
with reporters. 
Keyworth cautioned that 
the research is in its early 
stage and there "is no idea 
yet" on what final form a 
defensive shield would 
take. Futuristic weapons 
such as particle beams and 
lasers are a major focus of 
government research. 
He also suggested, as 
have other administration 
officials in the past, that 
the United States should 
share its laser knowledge 
with the Soviets, giving 
both superpowers an im- 
pregnable defense and fur- 
thering world peace. 
A year ago. President 
Reagan called for an inten- 
sive, long-range research 
effort aimed at developing 
a high-technology um- 
brella MBBMI nuclear at- 
tack. Success in that 
project would permit a 
shift from the current 
strategy of basing peace on 
the promise of mutual de- 
struction, he said. 
Critics said that propo- 
sal, which has come to be 
known as "Star Wars." is 
unworkable because tech- 
nology cannot develop that 
fast. 
One problem a long-dis- 
tance laser must conquer 
is thermal Moom, in which 
a concentrated beam of 
light is diffused in the at- 
BUT KEYWORTH said 
there have "been some 
really major changes" in 
the past two or three years 
in areas such as high-speed 
computers which could be 
used in targeting, making 
space-baaed systems more 
able to survive attack, and 
transmission of lasers in 
the atmosphere. 
"We have learned to 
take the twinkle out of a 
star" in laser research, 
Keywoth said. Stars don't 
actually twinkle, but they 
appear to the naked eye to 
do so because of distortion 
caused by their light pass- 
ing through the earth's at- 
mosphere. 
As for the price of a laser 
defense system, "I cannot 
conceive of how anybody 
Buzzards return 
home to roost 
HINCKLEY, Ohio (AP) - 
Park rangers are prepared 
to welcome buzzards back 
to their Hinckley roost to- 
day, traditionally marking 
the first sign of spring in 
northeastern Ohio. 
Buzzards return to their 
roost in the Hinckley Met- 
ropark Reservation each 
year on March IS, accord- 
ing to the township's 
longstanding folklore. 
Legend has it that the 
large, black scavengers 
were first attracted to 
Hinckley by the scent of 
thawing game carcasses 
that had frozen after the 
Great Hinckley Varmint 
Hunt of Dec. 24, 1818. Re- 
cords of the first annual 
spotting, though, have 
been kept for about 30 
years. 
Lt. Roger Lutz of the 
park rangers was dubbed 
APARTMENTS 
'/. BLOCK TO CAMPUS 
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/ 
COOKING & CABLE TV 
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished 
Leasing for summer and fall 
Rental Office: 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
** across from Harshman Dorm ** 
352-4671 (day)     362-1800 (evening) 
ask for Tom 
STREN6TW IMTV 
WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE 
THEIR NEW CABINET 
MEMBERS: 
Greek Unity Craig Stoll 
Greek Wk. Rep. RichWeiland 
Scholarship Pete Lutimann 
Community Service Steve Macionsky 
Leadership Develop. Rudy Fox 
Faculty Relations James Canepa 
USG Mike Lewis 
COCO ToddHarmtn 
UAO Kevin Gaffney 
Computer Programer Scott Ban 
Publicity Neil Walsh 
RSA Perry Quick 
And a special thanks to last year's 
cabinet members for a job well done! 
can estimate the cost" be- 
cause "we have no idea yet 
of what it will look like," 
Keyworth said. 
In the wake of Reagan's 
speech, the Pentagon has 
proposed spending about 
$3 billion in fiscal 1965 for 
research programs. It is 
preparing to appoint a 
high-level official to over- 
see the growing effort, 
Keyworth said. 
That assessment dif- 
fered from the price tag of 
at least $26 billion men- 
tioned last week in con- 
gressional testimony by 
Richard DeLauer, the Pen- 
tagon's research chief. 
Keyworth admitted that 
there is a split in the ad- 
ministration over whether 
a laser shield is a reacha- 
ble goal. "There are some 
who don't consider it feasi- 
ble." he said. 
Bill proposed to regulate water 
COLUMBUS (AP) -A bill 
backed by Gov. Richard 
Celeste giving Ohio power 
to regulate -but not ban - 
diversion of water from 
Lake Erie to other areas of 
the country is to be intro- 
duced in the House today. 
Sponsored by Rep. Mary 
Boyle, D-Cleveland, the 
measure implements a 
proposal outlined by Ce- 
leste in bis State of the 
State address in January. 
She said the bill was 
drafted to meet constitu- 
tional questions surround- 
ing anti-diversion laws in 
other states. 
"We have looked at that. 
We are introducing legis- 
lation which is my best 
attempt at a constitutional 
way to do that," Boyle said 
yesterday. 
the official spotter. He 
planned to start his buz- 
zard watch at 6 a.m., be- 
cause the first buzzard 
usually can be seen shortly 
after daybreak. 
Ranger Sue McRitcbie 
said best estimates pea the 
size of the buzzard flock 
from 75 to 100. 
"I've-lived In Hinckley 
all my life," she said. 
"Once in a while you can 
see a buzzard before 
March 15, but If you do you 
never admit it You can 
always see one on the 
15th. '• 
The township and the 
2,086-acre park will host 
thousands of visitors Sun- 
day In the annual "Buz- 
zard Day" celebration. 
The event is held the first 
Sunday after March IS 
each year and features a 
pancake breakfast 
GET INVOLVED-APPLY TO THE 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER COUNCIL 
• The SRC Council is a student-dominated 
group that makes important decisions for the 
SRC 
• The primary goal of the SRC is to preserve 
the SRC as a student's facility open primarily for 
informal, "Drop-in Recreation" 
• Everyone is welcome to apply. Pick up 
applications in SRC office 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.- 
Fri. 
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ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS) 
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.) 
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SAFETY! 
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM. 
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WE FEA TURE 2 BEDROOM FULL Y FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS WITH: 
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V. - 
LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR 
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR 
• FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT & 
MAINTENANCE 
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH 
DOUBLE LOCKS ■ 1 1/2 BA THS 
-FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS- 
CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR 
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL. 
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-15, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. 
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. 
YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR 
FOR 443.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment) 
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED 
       EXCEPT LIGHTS.  
"Basically it's a regula- 
tory bill that would require 
that diversions be, in ef- 
fect, overseen by the De- 
partment of Natural 
Resources... so at least 
we'd be able to stay on top 
of it," she said. 
The agency would be au- 
thorized to grant permits 
for diversion projects. 
"We're specifically say- 
ing in the bill that we are 
against diversions from 
one basin to another," 
Boyle said. 
She hopes that such a 
standard - since it would 
also affect two basins in 
Ohio (Lake Erie and Ohio 
River) as well as other 
states - would meet con- 
cerns about constitutional- 
ity. 
"WE'RE NOT JUST say- 
ing no other state can steal 
our water," Boyle said. 
"We are saying we will 
regulate even ourselves in 
the transfer of water from 
one basin to another (so) 
that the interstate com- 
merce clause may be 
looked at in a different way 
if that law is tested," she 
said. 
Officials of Great Lakes 
states have in recent years 
become increasingly con- 
cerned about the effects of 
increased consumption 
and diversion on lake wa- 
ter levels. 
Richard Bartz, adminis- 
trator of DNR's Coastal 
Management Section, said 
there are four diversions of 
water into and out of the 
Great Lakes Basin now for 
shipping, sanitation and 
hydroelectric projects. 
"The sum total effect of 
all the things is lowering 
Lake Erie by 4 inches, 
Bartz said. 
Already pending before 
a House panel is a resolu- 
tion sponsored by Boyle in 
which Ohio "strenuously 
objects" to any further di- 
version of water for use 
outside the Great Lakes 
Basin. 
The resolution, which 
carries no force of law, 
asks Congress to require 
that future diversions be 
made only with the concur- 
rence of the Great Lakes 
states. 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
OUR FEATURES OF THE DAY! 
701 FOURTH STREET: 2 bdrm carpeted. 
1 bath and private vanity in each bedroom, 
laundry room in building 
640 EIGHTH STREET. Little extra walk 
but it's worth it!! 2 bdrm.. carpeted, 
furnished, only 3 yrs. old. laundry room 
in building 
710 1/2 ELM: 1 bdrm.  carpeted & furnished, 
nice yard, sliding glass doors to yard 
352-5620       328 S. MAIN       352-1165 
i        (.».'.-.!       cjt.hvoi v       company 
<»..». *. •   uttjcfctrita -»" offer* 
//      yrxn      group      «>,«,.-!•.      MMH«* 
/.».-.-. I ■. r (i. ii i .  ompeting groups, 
yolf'ff     win    .1     fr«-t-     pizza     |>.«nv' 
it    ,   -., <   .-.i-.v   t<>   play    Call   youi 
r>ea/esl   Domino's   Pizza  st< »• • i 
ft >r   11* 'f. If'fS 
Domino's 
Pizza 
DelfVersT 
DORM. 
TM 
The The Fast, Free 
Contest: Rules: Delivery 
Dorrendi Pizza wal twam 1. Cany-out ordara and 4. Tha location and tlma 352-1539 fraa. 30 larga ptzzaa and 
$80.00 caahfor ■«*) 
a* oatnartaa math) o( tha party otll t» 1616 E WoocttX 
from ycur anM'i convartant K> both 
rarraahmanta to tha group Domaxra Pizza atora tha wlnnars snd Our drhrare cany ktaa 
purchaalng tha moat wM ba courtad « «• Domaxfa Pizza. than (2000 
nlzzaa sawing J/1/14 are ghajn your group's Um—d aaa.ar, area.   ' 
and running through nama and address. 5   Tha 30 pizzas w« ba • WOwHiruK 
Ml AM 2-Hamplzzaa Tha 
2 Any pizza otarf 10.00 
*a» ba courtad twtoa. 
wlnnar «■ hava tha aaaBBuBa^BB 
chc*» ol Kama. Tha Irfl 
pizzas do not haw ■Mill 3   Tha »tnnlng group1! tobathaaama ■ntn ran «a> ba pubKahafl n»H In tha local nawapapsr MM Hi 
■ DINNER 
| FOR TWO 
you save 
•1.18 
352-1539 
1616 
E Woosttx 
ONE COUPON 
1= DINNER 
I FOR FOUR 
| TWO 12" ONE ITEM 
■ PIZZAS PLUS 2 COLAS 
| FOR ONLY' •7.99 
*7.99 
you save 
•1.37 
FAST FREE 
DELIVERY 
f™ PER DOUBLES ORDER ■      ■"  
352-1539 
1616 
E. Woottax 
ONE COUPON 
PER DOUBLES ORDER 
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Woman bars magician from home 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A 
New Jersey magician who 
doesn't believe psychoki- 
nesis caused a series of 
unusual events at the home 
of Joan and John Resch 
has been told to disappear. 
Says Mrs. Resch: ''we've 
had a circus. Now we have 
a magic show.... No. Not 
here." 
The magician, James 
Randi, is offering $10,000 if 
a verifiable act of psycho- 
kinesis, the unconscious 
ability of people to move 
physical objects,  can  be 
exhibited in the Resch 
household. 
But Resch, whose house 
for more than 10 days has 
been the scene of a series 
of strange occurrences -in- 
cluding everything from 
reports of electrical distur- 
bances to flving objects - 
said she will not let Randi 
in. 
Despite her decision, the 
three-member research 
team of which Randi is a 
member says it will begin 
interviewing witnesses to 
the incidents. 
The researchers were 
sent to Columbus by the 
Committee for the Scien- 
tific Investigation of the 
Paranormal, based in Buf- 
falo, N.Y., to explore the 
odd occurrences. 
Meanwhile, two re- 
searchers from the North 
Carolina-based Psychical 
Research Foundation, who 
have been in the home 
since Sunday afternoon, 
plan to issue a preliminary 
report during a news con- 
ference today at the Park 
Hotel on Morse Road. 
Buff Apartments 
Now renting for 1984-85 
2 bdrm. furnished Apts. 
Heat, Sewage, IrVafer & Cable paid 
for by owner 
*585.00 per semester per person 
with 4 people 
, CML 352-7182 Btw— 3-7 mMMM 
Tuesday night, when the 
New York team arrived at 
the Resch home, they were 
greeted by Resch. She of- 
fered to let astronomer- 
physicist Steve Shore and 
astronomer Nick Seduleak 
of Case Western Univer- 
sity enter her home after 
the North Carolina team 
leaves. 
But she was adamant 
about the magician. 
"I don't want him in the 
bouse," Resch told Shore. 
"I'm asking for my family. 
I don't like the offer of 
money." 
As she spoke, Randi, 
wearing a caped overcoat, 
waited in a car in the drive- 
way. Shore replied that his 
team would not enter the 
home without the magi- 
cian. 
Earlier, at Port Colum- 
bus International Airport, 
Shore said be was skepti- 
cal about a photograph 
that appeared in the March 
8 Columbus Dispatch and 
was transmitted by the As- 
sociated Press. The photo 
shows a telephone receiver 
hurtling past 14-year-old 
Tina Resch. 
"It (the photo) shows a 
kink in the cord that is not 
consistent with a contin- 
uous trajectory," Shore 
said. "That violates the 
laws of physics." 
He said, however. "It's 
clearly not a case of fakery 
on the part of the photo- 
graph." 
The Dispatch has volun- 
teered to let the Buffalo 
committee members scru- 
tinize contact sheets of the 
photographs taken of the 
incident. 
Glenn urged to withdraw 
by fellow Ohio Democrats 
\ 
f & American Heart 
^^Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR VOUR UFE 
By The Associated Press 
Some Ohio Democrats 
Jesterday called on Sen. 
ohn Glenn to withdraw 
from the race for the Dem- 
ocratic presidential nomi- 
nation, but Gov. Richard 
Celeste said he would wait 
for Glenn to make up his 
own mind. 
Franklin County Demo- 
cratic Chair John Jones, a 
Glenn supporter, said 
Glenn should join former 
South Dakota Sen. George 
McGovern in pulling out of 
the race. 
"He is financially 
busted, and his staff has 
been working without a 
paycheck,"   Jones   said. 
How can he continue un- 
less he finished strong 
enough ... to go out and 
get some fresh money?" 
Libert Bozelli, Summit 
County coordinator of 
Glenn's campaign, said he 
would recommend Glenn 
stay on Ohio's ballot only 
as a favorite son. 
"I think, as far as I'm 
Good Values Every 
Day for Family, 
Horn*, Auto £ Farm 
The C€£Q» 
Andersons General Store 518 Illinois Ait. Maumn . Mon - Sal 8-9 • Sun 10-5 
Turn Your Everyday Meals Into Special Occasions 
Values from our Deli-Bakery, Wine Shop and Produce Market. 
Fresh Baked 
Daily 
Breads, Bagels, 
and Onion Sticks 
French Bread 67* 
Bagels Zl* 
or 5 for 1.00 
Onion Sticks ail 
or 4 for 1.00 
Pies 
9" Hi Rise Cherry Pie 2.98 
Our Wine Specialist 
Suggests: 
California 
'80 McDowell Valley Zinfandel. ,.M. 4.99 
'80 Pedroncelll Cabernet Sauvignon 6.99 
Sebasiiam Country Pinot Noir 1.5L... 5.50 
Garmany 
H. Schmltt Sohne Liebfraumilch 1.5L. 5.49 
Spain 
'78 Marques De Caceres. Rioja  5.99 
■82 Marques Da Caceres. White Rioja 5.99 
Look over our large selection of wines from 
around the worW ... to suit your palate and 
your budget. If we don't carry your favorite, 
we'll special order It. Talk with our wine mer- 
chandlaor, Mark Palsy. 
Supplier Specials In 
Our Deli 
Grobles Corned Beef 3.98 lb. 
Hot Pepper Cheese 2.39 lb. 
Amish Baby Swiss Cheese 2.79 lb. 
Deli Ham 2.39 lb. 
Our specialties are meats and cheeses. 
Look over our great selection, value priced 
every day. 
Fresh Produce Arriving Doily 
White Grapefruit 3/75", 7.77 case 
Pink Grapefruit 3/1.00, 8.88/case 
California Navel Oranges 6/99*, 
11.99/caM 
Bananas 4 lbs. for 1.00 
We make every effort to offer you a wide 
selection of fresh fruits and vegetables ... 
all priced as everyday values. Compare our 
selection. 
Values on Health and Beauty Aids 
1.58 ■ 
Mink 
Difference 
701. # 
-tag 
99* 
Colgate 
Toothpaste 
15»0ff 
4.6 and 5 oz. 
2.68 
Tampax 
Tampon 
40'a 
as* off 
88* 
Colgate 
Instant Shave 
20* off, 11 oz. 
2.68 
Uaterine 
Mouthwash 
«>• off. 32 oz. 
1.38 
Mennen 
Speed Stick 
28« off, 2.5 oz. 
1.97 
Alka Seltzer 
Tablet* 
36 s 
2.48 
Bufferln 
Regular 
Strength 
Tablets 
100's BUMW 
\WJmai 
concerned, John Glenn is 
at the end of his rope," 
Bozelli said. 
Glenn's best showing 
Tuesday in five primaries 
and four caucuses came in 
Alabama, where the for- 
mer astronaut finished 
third behind former Vice 
President Walter Mondale 
and Colorado Sen. Gary 
Hart. He was fourth in 
Florida, behind Hart, Mon- 
dale, and the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, and fourth in 
Georgia. 
Of 642 delegates to the 
Democratic National Con- 
vention chosen so far. 
Glenn has 29. The eventual 
party nominee must win at 
least 1,967 delegates. 
After Tuesday's results 
were in. Glenn told sup- 
porters he would return to 
Washington "to map out 
the future course of my 
campaign." But Glenn of- 
fered no specifics yester- 
day. 
Robert Keefe, Glenn's 
senior campaign adviser, 
said it is doubtful Glenn 
has the resources to con- 
tinue. 
Keefe said that Glenn 
has spent $2 million of a 
12.5 million line of credit 
from Ohio banks and mat 
bankers must decide 
whether to lend Glenn the 
remainder. 
But Keefe said he would 
not advise Glenn on 
whether to continue. 
"He's his own man," 
Keefe said. "That's why I 
like him" 
James Ruvolo, chair of 
the Ohio Democratic 
Party, said the Glenn cam- 
paign must decide whether 
continuing the campaign is 
feasible. 
"Obviously, I mink the 
results yesterday were 
very disappointing," Ru- 
volo said. ''The campaign 
did not reach goals mat it 
had set for itself. I think 
the major question is what 
kind of organisation the 
campaign has in Mirhigyn 
andMnois." 
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS: 
The advertising deadline 
for the first edition back after 
Spring Break (Tuesday, March 
27) is this Friday, March 16 at 
2 p.m. 
Deadline for the Wednes- 
day, March 28 edition is two 
days in advance (Mon., March 
26) by 4 p.m. as usual. 
Thank you! 
Honeybee Pollen 
helps to rid the body of any unhealthy 
condition; increases energy. 
60 Day Supply -8.50 
Genny's Bee Pollen 
P.O. Box 391 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
SPECIAL OFFER 
$4.00 plus tax 
Complete Resume Package 
25 Copies from one original 
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters 
• 25 Envelopes 
Including all our specialty papers 
Good with this coupon only 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Teco Bsi) Offer Expires 5/11/84 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! 
CLOSE TO RECCENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRA- 
MURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST 
FOODS AND ICE ARENA. 
•Gas heat,   hot water and cooking 
included. 
Tenant pays electric only. 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished. 
ast, dependable, 24 hr. 
maintenance. 
•In-house laundry centers. 
•Plenty of storage area. 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall. 
Rental office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.   8-2 Sat. 
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Falcons and the CCHA need to win a national title 
In the past.the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association has been refered 
to as the "Bus League." 
League teams have been ignored 
for post-season competition in the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association hockey tournament, and 
when a team did receive a bid to the 
NCAA tournament, the team selected 
was forced to play on the road. 
Well this weekend the NCAA 
tournament begins and, Bowling 
Green and Michigan State will 
represent the CCHA. With one more 
representve than last year, this is the 
year to put all the negative feelings 
toward the CCHA to rest. 
AS FOR NOW, it seems that the 
CCHA does not receive the recogition 
it deserves. But should either team 
bring home an NCAA trophy, it would 
bring recognition to the CCHA as well 
as the respective school. 
Last year, the 13-year-old league 
MSU received bid, but had to play its 
game on the road. This year the 
CCHA received another slap in the 
face when Michigan Tech and 
Northern Michigan defected to the 
Western Collegiate Hockey 
Association claiming financial 
advantages as their reasons. 
The defection leaves the CCHA with 
nine conference teams next year. It 
also might put a damper on non- 
conference play for CCHA teams 
trying to play caliber teams from the 
Eastern College Athletic Conference 
and the WCHA. 
THE WCHA HAS agreed to play 
specific ECAC teams next year that 
will count in the league standings in 
the respective conferences. This 
would limit the scheduling of non- 
conference teams for CCHA teams. 
These games are needed for teams 
hoping to receive an at-large bid to 
the national tournament. If a CCHA 
team cannot show a tough schedule, 
the NCAA might decide the CCHA 
only deserves one representive in the 
sideline 
Steve Quinn 
sports reporter 
tournament. 
Impossible? If you think so, just 
remember what happened last year 
when BG got snubbed from the post- 
season tournament. 
CCHA Player-of-the-Year. Paul 
Pooley, is another person who 
advocates a strong need for a national 
title in the CCHA. 
THE BUCKEYE'S center said the 
CCHA is just as good as any league 
and probably has more balance than 
the other leagues. He also cited the 
Buckeyes defeating WCHA's 
University of Denver and ECACs 
Lowell College on the road. 
"The west and the east don't want 
to give us any credit," Pooley said. 
"They think because we're the new 
kid on the block, we don't have any 
roots established." 
However, evidence goes beyond 
Pooley's arguement. 
Other CCHA teams including BG 
have shown the ECAC and the WCHA 
the strength of the CCHA. Eighth 
place Lake Superior defeated top 
ranked Minnesota-Duluth earlier in 
the season as did Michigan Tech, both 
atUMD. 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY, a team with 
an overall record of 13-22-1, tied 
nationally ranked Univesity of 
Minnesota at UM's own rink. 
And back at BG, the Falcons 
defeated NCAA tournament qualifier 
Clarkson University on three 
occasions, twice at home and once on 
neutral ice. They also defeated New 
Hampshire twice at UNH's home ice. 
So not only have teams from the 
CCHA defeated non-conference teams 
soundly, but they have done it on the 
road. 
Tribe's 
likes the trade 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - 
For Otis Nixon, the New 
York Yankees were noth- 
ing but a dead end. So he 
figures being traded to the 
Cleveland Indians may 
have been the biggest 
break of his baseball ca- 
reer. 
"Definitely. I was just 
backed up in New York's 
outfield situation," said 
the 25-year-old rookie. 
"Regardless of what I 
would have done in spring 
training with the Yankees 
this year, I was seeing 
myself in Class AAA. That 
would be hard to swallow." 
Cleveland obtained 
Nixon along with relief 
pitcher George Frazier in 
a February trade that sent 
veteran infielder Toby 
Harrah to the Yankees. 
Nixon, a switclvhitter, 
stole 339 bases in his last 
four minor league seasons. 
'He enjoyed his'bfeSWeaSoif 
lin WUf -with the Yankees' 
Class AAA team in Colum- 
bus, hitting .291 with 129 
runs scored and 94 stolen 
bases. 
Indians' Manager Pat 
Corrales says Cleveland's 
left field job is Nixon's, 
unless Nixon shows he 
can't handle it. 
"I know I have to do the 
job to keep it. I feel that if 
I'm in there every day, 111 
produce," Nixon said. 
The Cleveland offense 
this season will focus on 
speed - fortunately for 
Nixon, who has not hit a 
home run since 1980. 
"Basically, we're put- 
ting together a running 
game and that's the game I 
Clay," Nixon said. "I try to 
it everything on the 
ground. Bunting, or hitting 
a ground ball into the hole, 
hopefully becomes a base 
hit." 
Cleveland's hitting and 
base running instructor, 
Bobby Bonds, said he be- 
lieves Nixon's speed can be 
a tremendous offensive 
weapon. 
"Concerning his base- 
stealing capability, his re- 
cord speaks of that. I hon- 
estly belive he's one of a 
select few who can match 
Ulckey Heflderson (of the 
Oakland A's), base for 
base," Bonds said. 
Bonds said if Nixon can 
"learn the pitchers and get 
a good jump, he can be like 
Rickey." 
Nixon's defensive ability 
also fits well with Cleve- 
land's 1984 plans. 
Ticket Information 
If Bowling Green's 
hockey team wins this 
weekend's playoff series 
with Boston University, 
tickets for the 
championship finals at 
Lake Placid, N.Y. on 
March 22-24 will go on sale 
at 9:00 a.m. Monday, 
March 19 at he Memorial 
Hall Ticket Office. 
The price for the four 
game package will be $32 
and a $1 handling fee will 
be charged for each order. 
Single game tickets will 
not be available for pur- 
chase,  
The actual tickets will 
not be given out at the time 
of purchase. Instead a 
voucher will be used which 
will be exchanged for the 
actual tickets at "Will 
Call" window at Lake 
Placid's Olympic Window. 
Semifinal games will be 
played at 7:30 p.m. on 
Thurday the 22 and Friday 
the 23. BG would play in 
Friday's game. 
For further information 
call the Memorial Ticket 
Office at 372-2762. 
ENCHILADAS SUPREME 
$3.95 
Entire Month of March 
The Best 
MEXICAN FOOD 
In Town 
SUNDANCE 
352-1092 
Fo> Monrwdon About Om* CanMf* 
- Mora Than l05Ma*>USC*M* AbroM 
536-3701 
3550 Secor Rd. 
Suite 201 
Toledo, Ohio 
OuMKM NY SMM CAU TCX.I FHEt *»223-1 '02 
WE OFFER 
EFFICIENCIES 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS. 
WHOLE HOUSES 
Furnished and Unfurnished Units 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
When it conies down to playoffs, 
however, it has been the non- 
conference team's that win. The last 
five NCAA champions have been from 
the WCHA. 
BG head coach Jerry York cited 
several reasons why the title would 
help the CCHA, including giving the 
teams a postive edge in recruiting and 
stronger credibility for the league. 
With enough incentive to bring an 
NCAA title to the CCHA and BG/there 
is probably no better time for the 
Falcons to win the national title and 
rid any doubt of the OCHA's 
credibility.  
"AMERICAS IN 
TRANSITION" 
The Political Situation in Latin America 
7:30 TONIGHT 
207 Hannah Hall 
DISCUSSION FOLLOWING CONDUCTED 
By: Dr. Roger Anderson 
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL 
352-0717 224 E. Wooster 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
SEE US BEFORE BREAK! 
WE HAVE: 
354-3977 
,if> x* 
>& 
HEAD TO SPRING BREAK IN STYLE! 
1424 E. WOOSTER 
SERVICE 
COPIES 
quick copies • late hours 
Free use of: 
Staplers 
Cutting board 
3-hole punch 
325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell) 
Show Off Your Tan 
Friday, March 30 
Food, Drinks, Prizes, 
Contests, 
and Live Music 
"Just because you come back from Florida 
there is no reason to end the party" 
This event is sponsored by Delta Tail Delta 
in conjunction with the S&d D   Brewing Company 
All proceeds to the Arthritis Foundation 
THURSDAY CATCH IT 
Button^ 
Buses leaving the Union Oval at 
8:00   8:45   9:30    10:15 
254181 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
419-874-225: 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Regatre 
son Fee of *70 lor the Crscego Trip 
■ Ow by Monday. March 12 Maka 
oraoke payabla to Ha AmarKan Mar 
kaang hwM«t Cal Gary MaMki 
tor store deMta. 
BACCHUS maati weekly on 
W»Oriseaa,l at 8 00 p m In 515 Ufa 
Seance BUg Here's your chanca 10 
gal Iwowedl Evaryona walooma. 
Oma» Way alafliiil IMfcm) 
■n»U h rtotgtaa Ed Room at St 
Thomas Mora >l 8 30 Al welcome to 
aHand Bring a fnanrj' Tna Choice la 
yw».  
LOST AND FOUND 
KMT: ALCOHOLIC MNtOfll AN- 
•WBM TO THE NAME OF SUM 
OKM.I. LAST SEEN WAIBEWIH 
AIMLESS*.Y ALONG 1-751 REWARD 
* SOMRI (¥fE'RE SAFEI) (HAPPY 
*rmta WKAK tuati)  
FOUND: Ookl. chad braces* In MSC 
Btdg entrance Please cat 352 
0034 to Marty t cam  
RIDES 
Oar, a tea day. Ml lo looaa thoaa 
pounds, than wa'H ba thara and 
El Ed/Srj Ed I 
Appkalona bang accaptad for tho 
1904-1988 Samantary Education 
Studant ArMaory Board (EESAB) 
Applcaaon avaeaM in Room 529 
EdHag 
Four It SO book 8choe»er»pa ara 
bang offarad to students at ma 
Cotaga of Haafth and Community 
Sentcee trough tha Alumni Aeeoca- 
Mn of Bowing Qraan Stale Uraver- 
•By. Th« racfpfanta wfl ba announced 
at ta ooBaga Honors and Awrarda 
•art on Thuraday. May 3. 1984 
Aasfceallia and turthar Information 
tiaWili m tha Cossoa ol H—i 
and Community Servtcsa ofnoa. 102 
Has* Csntsr Oaadkia for spptca 
Hone a Friday. March 16. 1084 
HMa you ordered your ACSSA T- 
aWrt yat? Tomorrow will ba your 
leal chanca. Stop by tha Cham. 
Oapt Plata and ordar todayl 
TO ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
THERE WILL BE AN SNEA MEETING 
ON MARCH 27TH AT 7 PM M 
ROOM 112 BA THIS MEETING 
WaU. HAVE A SPEAKER TALMNG 
ABOUT TOUGH LOVE" 
at* gaa 4 drh*m, John M4-107I. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ProfrialrjiaJ Typing 
flsatoneca Rat— 
352-8850 Evarahfja 
TUTORMG 
Baac Mam - Algabra - Cafcuka 
Raading — Grammar — Composition 
Cats 74-334B aftsr 8 p m 
QAKHUR8T LEAPJMNO CENTER 
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rales 
Cal 352-7305 alter 5 30pm 
TYPING     LOW RATES 
Resumes profeaekirasy typsd 
 382-6787  
Al your typing nssds prompt a pro* 
Cal 352-4017 
PERSONALS 
Arawar Tha DsSa Upaaon 34th An- 
nual Baa Race! Prepare'  
BACCHUS meets waakly on 
Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. In 518 Ufa 
Seance BUg. Hare's your chance to 
get nvotrsdl Everyone welcome. 
Paytaaa Beach won't ba the same, 
Wei be sure Is leave our name, 
Oat reedy to party, 
Oat ready to drink. 
I'm sidled for surs-J tMnkTI 
1-oae.Trlsh 
BIG GREG 
HAVE A GREAT BREAK   I'LL MISS 
YOUI LOVE. UL' WENOY 
Brotars of SUma CM 
Thanks lor making Hera Day so spe- 
cs* You guys are great' Love. Tha 
AX I  
Carol, Eraa * FJek - We sarytasd 
Mas arnkiad latwaay am aslnast 
aflons a> pu. off Or. Fapearl Hare a 
■ast brss* yoa ouysHeO 
Congrats AXO bowars on bringing 
home tna 1st pace trophy from tha 
Gamma PW Bowing Tournament! You 
old a fantastic tool Love. The AX's. 
Congratuatkxa   Tammy   Fahar   t 
Bran Rtoe on your Afera Daks Pi- 
Sigma    PM    Epeion    engagement 
Lose, Tha Satara ol Akma Pelts PI 
Cort]ra>JSBDra to Phi Psi bowars 
Chris, JO. Fred A Bran on your 3rd 
pace IWah In tha bowing tourna- 
ment We're proud of you! 
Love, the UT Sana  
DAVENES8ITT 
Looking forward to a Florida fling, a 
romantic eyenkig II will bring? 
From afar, I admire. It's only you 
that I dues. At a party, an lam 
mat. Now In Fla. H will be better yet. 
Counting the days until wa wave, 
aliustier massage you wfH receras. 
Until then. Your secret admirer 
SEE EUROPE 
SUMMER  PROGRAM IN  NANTES. 
FRANCE 
Paces are sri avaasfiW 
EamHr credits 
Cal Or ChrMe at 372-0080 or 372- 
2846 
■RK 
Whs naiads the beech? Nothing 
could be better than Spring treat 
la Norm Canton! Thanks for the 
birthday usIsUsann ynu are fun of 
Oretchan. Colleen and Monica - 
Tomorrow as are Florida   bound! 
Oat psyched for lun In  the sun, 
easy a«-cont (lor you, Col) and aa 
tor ma. I'll lake a gorgeous, stupid 
say anytime! Where's tha beech? 
Right out Bids our door! 
Lore, Kate 
HAPPY BeSTHOAY 
TO JOANN SHEERAN OF 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
GO. MM. BB. VS. MJF. GM 
PRE-BREAK SPECIAL* 
SWIMSUITS 1 SHORTS 
20% OFF 
FALCON HOIJK 
140 E WOOSTER 
Paying too much tor insurance? 
For e free comparison quote cal 
1-255-1300 Icoeocll Ask for 
Crajg. AutcJHcnaowners/Ufo 
Liberty Mutual. An A|pka| Company! 
HAPPY 1 Bth B-OAY GLORIA P 
May God keep basting you' 
You ars very special to us 
snd WE LOVE YOU 
Jos, Mks. Joe. M*e 
Plan now for tho 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included «gas heat •laundry 
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-fumished *   $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-furnished      $265-unfumished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished      $200-unfurnished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
Free membership la Clerrymt. Healti Spa with laasa. 
Have a csse ol the enjoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9 pm 
DOWNTOWN - CtNO 
JOM SUZIE OBERLI'S 
Dale Party • "Us* for Liquor 
. Down 1-75 tNs Sunday. All 
go lo ihs Alcoholic 
A—ranees 1 Hunan Relations 
Workahop. (See LoM t Found Sec- 
tion.) PsM lor by Ira "Alpha Slg 
Fun I 
JOURNALISM 300 
APPLICATIONS 
 ARE DUE.  
SEE EUROPE 
SUMMER PROGRAM N NANTES. 
FRANCE 
Paces  srs sol avaasba    Earn Hr. 
credits  Cal Or Chrttle st 372 0080 
or 372-2848 
Open Sundays 12-6 
BEARS BEARS BEARS 
THE FRENCH KNOT 
Downtown Bowing Green 
PAJNTER PANTS SS 85   Weal 24- 
31. Jsans N Things. S31  Ridge- 
Oran tonrca a 8:00 pm  
Playboy Caray-What wsd times ws 
rave had together snowdrifts, piano 
lounge. Phi Pal hotel. RA busts and 
the maid's closet (?)! You ara loo 
much fun and you've certainly steal- 
r<0 tha gals heart' Have a good break 
and gat psyched tor a Great time st 
the AJphs Del date party! "Juts" 
Oueebon What a happening. Apr! 
14 thai wi be the most sxdong time 
ol your Me?  
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUN- 
TEERS DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP 
CONTACT CARDS AT THE ALUMNI 
carrot  
SlgEplowkn 
Mark. Matt. OsrsM * Rob, Wa mutt 
admit, your bowling technique It 
quite unique!! You guye ware greet 
A we fad a lot ol fun. Love, your 
Qsinira Phi Coschss. Susy 8 Anns. 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA 
EPSHON WOULD UKE TO CON- 
GRATULATE SCOTT KRAMER ON 
HIS RECENT PaNNING TO WENDY 
GAJABSKY  
Ttnmy 1 Room. Who would have 
guessed? Cor^jretulstions on your 
recent engagement1 I wish you both 
the bast In your We together Hoy 
Tmmy wa you be m my wedding?' 
Love, Sam  
TO ALL i.a.SJJ. SENIORS CHECK 
YOUR OCMB FOR IMPORTANT SE- 
MOW CHALLENGE INFORMATION. 
WE MISS YOU. BWOBBY' i 
Abortion. Progoncy Tests. 
Lsmsze Classes 
Center lor Choice 
Downtown Toledo (4181 255-7788 
WANTED 
Honeybee possn 
helpe to rW the body ot any unhealthy 
oorirJaon. Increases snsrgy  80 day 
supply S8 50   Germy's Bee Poatn. 
18078  w.  Rhar  Road    Bowing 
Qraan. Ohio 43402  
73 Otda Cutlass Supreme   Brown. 
Beaja vhyl lop.   V-8  S675.  372- 
207g. or 287-5158.  
Engtsh darts 8 accessorise 
Pur eel's B*e Shop 
131 W. Woostar Sf 352-8284 
CARTY RENTALS 
311 E. Marry Modal Apt. #8 
2 bdrm. apts. lor 4 sturjsna 
S130Vperaon/SS8 5/eemeeter 
(Ml heal. cstHs, water A aawage) 
Abo 1 bdrm. house 8 apt 
12 mo aeae start .B May 
Summer rsatsaa si Spsoaf rasas 
lor Housss nooma-Apta 
PHONE 362-7388 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
IN WOOD COUNTY 
820 N ManSI.BG 
Conlidental- personal cars 
Special rates BGSU students 
Convsraant App'ts 3543540 
Party Room For Ram 
4-0 a Club 
7th and High 
352 8378 after 5: 352-7324 
Tha Tssn AcHvfty Csntsr wishes lo 
offer a great pliza deal! A medium 
1   ham pizza for S4.00 (Savings of 
$1.05). Plzzs coupons are redeema- 
ble at Mytss Plzzs Pub snd good for 
eat-In, daHaary In B.Q., or pick-up. 
Coupons ars available on campua 
at Women Studies office, 4th Floor 
Sludent Union, or at Tssn Csntsr. 
I 362-7876. 
1 F. rmte lor 84-85 school year 
Super race apt  S82/mo. pka lights 
CM 372-4171 soon!  
TWO F. NON-SfAOKMQ RMMTES 
E MERRY APTS 8486 E MERRY 
MICHELLE OR SUZAN  CALL 372- 
3883.  
Undid i or 4 people to eubleees 
apt Summer 8445 cross to canv 
pua. All utH. ps*t call 37M8H. 
Female Roommate needed to aub- 
asse top ran ol houss through the 
summer    S126 OO/'mo   psy eactric 
onry Cal 362-7286  
MELP1 I need roommatee andfor a 
plsoa lo live In Cleveland'! east 
suburbs for this summer. Call Dawn 
at 352-MM. 
HELP WANTED 
Buttons now hinng for fosowWg posl- 
•ona: 
Waitress  >  floor   waster,   apply   In 
parson   Also taking applications lor 
other rjosttons       
Coop Naturaast Position tor port-time 
Spring t luenme Summsr lor large 
city park system Juniors or seniors 
rrajorlng In envkonmental studas 
Cal CCKK Otflca 372-2451 
Ths 80 Nsws Is hiring 
s Circulation person lor Wsd  & Frt. 
em's. Nssdsd timadlelsfy  MUST 
be ospendsbas. have car 1 Iteuoie 
achedUa Apply 106 Urtv Hal 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Outstanding   Sam   snd  Trim   Down 
Camps Tarns. Dance. Stmrasbcs. 
wa, Atnatlcs. Nutrltlon/Dielsilcs 20 
plus.   Separale   gala'   snd   boys' 
camps   7 weeks  CAMP CAMELOT 
on  Cossge  Campuses  at  Mass. 
Penn.. No. Carotna. CsJf   Sand rs- 
sums:   MKhele Friedman.  Dtrsctor. 
947   Hawaii  Dr.,  No   Woodmsre, 
NY   11581. 516-374-07B5 
Sal Avon 
For More Inlormalion 
Cal Phyals. 3525833 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
Now Renting Fal 1984 
Ona A Two asmaslsr lessee 
Futy   turn.   Eftlcfenctss.   comptots 
w.'coBr T V , Cable, al ufaWss raid 
Caast Atncaphsrs.  $286 (1  par.), 
$176 ae  (2 par.)  364-3182 12-4 
wsekdaya, 362-1620 anytime 
521 EsM alarry 2-e*ormJ4 parson. 
Near Otleohauer Towers, SS80fpsr- 
tonfeemetler.   Tenant   pays   only 
•grits. Building In aioaaant condl- 
Mon.  John   Newtove  Real   Estate. 
I84>mg.  
4 bdrm   turn   houss off lodge a. 
$408 average monthly rent. 
 354-127g  
rtorjriwalss for 3 bdrm turn dupfsi. 
gersge. $100 average monthly rent 
 362-7886  
SmrttvBoggs Rental- 
Housss a Apes  for '84-88 school 
yssr. 362-0457  between   12-4 or 
352-8917 after 8.  
Now asking lor ta 2 bdrm. unlur- 
nathsd 834 Scott Hemalon $1200 
ssmsstst. 1 bk  from campus. Cal 
Batty Baker 352-9110.  
Fal A Winter 84-86 
a  or Grad Student, lo na w sharp 
eldarty woman   Near campus rm. 
partal board, smsa sbpsnd minimal 
dutat 352-7943.  
Apt - summer. Na. 310 E. Court St 
Ph 352-7756 arler 7 pm.  
Apts lor rents (summsr) excel loca- 
tion near campus Two-2 bdrm. apts. 
aval   Specal summer  rales    362- 
7658  
Fum. bdrm. apts 1 housss 
362-7454 
Bsvora6  
S2» N. HIHfAMI 
2 BDRM. FURN. CARPETED WTTN 
0A8 HEAT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
CALL    NEWLOVE    MANAGEMENT 
»S2-«820 0m»2-11M  
Summer rarrlaa. 1 bdrm apts snd 5 
bdrm. houss  Close to campus, 1- 
287-3341.  
1 bdrm. apt doss to campus 84-85 
school yssr  1-287-3341.  
Spacious apt far rsas. X lUllia. 
furnished. Tenants onry say elec- 
tric Reasonable rasas sad only saa 
rrsnris lo campus Call J82-70J5 
tor atwrv toto- 
Campus Manor now renting for sum- 
mer $ fal raid to Campus A Convs- 
nance Stores, okas to town, 352- 
8302. 24 firs, or Newtove Mgmt Co 
382-8820 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY 
to FLEAM EVERYONE. RENTALS] 
ARE DOING FAST. FOR A FREE 
aVfOCMUM CALL 312-4420 
881 SIXTH STREET: 1 8DRM. 
HOUSE, CARPETED. FURN. AND 
HAS DAS HEAT. CALL 152-eeJt> or 
SIM ISA. 
24) 814111$ SOUTH r>ft08PECT: 1 
• 2 BDRM. FURN. APTS. OVER A 
OARAGE. IDEAL FOR TWO PEOPLE 
WHO WANT THEIR OWN BCD- 
ROOMS. CALL NEWLOVE MAN- 
AGEMENT   AT   382*820  or  352- 
1188.  
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
At- condraorad, My otrpatad, cstst 
vision, emcancae. laundry lecsnss 
Now aasing tor summer A faj. 
461 Thurstm Avs. 362-6436 
Ona bdrm fum. apts. ctoss to csnv 
pus. 362-6238 before 6.  
FALL A SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS—V> BLK TO CAMPUS 
362-4871 day or 352-1800 eve 
VEL-MANOR APTS 
VEL-MANOR ANNEX 
Across from campua arxontodaoona 
for 2-4  students for  summer    A> 
oond. A chan   (Fat)  1-4 student 
sccomodalions     Cat    362-2868. 
QI-AET ATMOSPHERE  
2 bedroom newly tumahed apts 
Now renting tor '84-86 FREE asks- 
He TV Cal 362-2883.  
SUMMER APT. 1 SSallll Close to 
campus. 2 bdrm., $2gS/mo. OH 
352-0844 
5th Annual Triathlon 
Saturday, April 28th 
Raindate: April 29th 
Distance Of eveilt.: S-m -1 mile Cycle • 24 iTua^(indrviduals, & 12 rrtiles (teimsl Run - 9 nviles 
Divisions: Madias, males ot female learns. Coed ptedidkm 
Sign Up By Apri 6 in me Sfudenl Recreation Cenlet 
Participants meeting March7.930PM Urn** 
For more 
Information 
call 372-2711 
F LORIDA! FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE WE'LL PAY YOU$1,000 TO MOVE TO 
841 EIGHTH STREET 
ITS YOUR CHOICE! 
Hut i| • (rM thai It coat it |,M| 1 ] .0*0 aan p., .«.,. xm ll-« "tUm" U> 
'•■spsja ralhtr Iku 11«« "lit' ttttm ctsTAfNM. Bui j-sl how far )• far — not 
vfo   It UkM a-l. an a-Mitfo-al 120 g-toadB lo walh fros- Ei^hih Slrvtl 
to FsMMtk Stroot. Lct'o aa* u oitra » min.ttr* ■ da-   Isn't that worth M' 
l"I fLM« a^(Mr kaOPrf*     •.'(•• |tM M8M $sar1>MBU tktl lit U filtf or 
mttr thai. UMM "CIOM" lo fa»-*j.  W« woo'l poj .ou S1.000 mp frool — 
but wo'll a>r*«ia> JVa with a dot* *«t »|>trta»»ot aa-i a ctuact to •*•« 
rooroeir 11.000 Mit j-a»*r and have the UBM of .OMT life 
CONSIDER THIS 
aUfM avow TN ro k»i\wg th« Haw of jomr 1 if*. Vo* m»j ml rooliu il bat 
it'» true   Take ad.aatar- of it. Max a btaat. 1 «e .our rtoofna wiaor* 
to Honda or IW Bahaaaaa. or ua« it lo take • wholr arrit* of aalai tnpa or 
ad.eatarra   Thaac will tw the llaaaa lhal -avail ..-«-».. ami ao wh» not 
apartawau call or atop a? TIS Man. ilk 
^.Noneman deal Estate Company^ 
\            BROKERAtiK 4 MANAGKMKVl             ; 
354-3951 
SIGN UP TODAY 
for 
MINI 
COURSES 
* Aerobics 
* Guitar 
* Bike Maintenance 
* Bridge 
* Fantasy & Wargaming 
* Jazz exercise 
* Juggling 
* Mixology 
* Advanced mixology 
* Photography 
' Yoga 
* Needlecrafts 
PAYMENT DUE UPON SIGN UP 
CLASSES BEGIN MARCH 26 
20/off SHIRTS, SHORTS, | SWEATS, HOODS and JACKETS 
|       MAR.13,14,andl5... 
IUMVERS1TY   BOOKSTORE 
HOURS    8-5 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 53 Refreshing place 25 Thawing agents 
1 Tarrarlum item 54 Put down 28 Big gam© 
5 Plump and then 58 Prosperous 27 Movable 
some 81 Musical stairways 
10 V«C«lrOO#f a designation 28 So long1 
choice 62 Feminine 29 Doyle s 
14 Again ending middle name 
15 WM.ng bud 63 Hindu princess 30 Encore 
if) Enthusiastic 64 Opposite ol 3t Ruler circa 1330 
review 5 Across 32 Desert region 
17 Do followers 65 Resembling around 
18 Reduced Scrooge Beersheba 
representation* 68 Thai is 33 Beau  
20 Corrugate 67 Parts ol a 35 Welcome symbol 
n ziich journey 39 Have legal 
23 Met alter a recess right to 
24 Gnat 40 Abner 
26" Sylph.de* Doubleday s 
27 French classic let OOWN game 
and lamtly 1 — Antony 42 Rote in-'Romeo 
30 Water travel 2 individualist and Juliet" 
34 Judaic Lord 3 Rig 44 Girl of song 
36 Baseball Hem 4 Water sport 48 Sun follower 
36 Symbolic letter 5 Electrical unit 47 Reeling places 
37 Chinese dynasty 6 Living things for troops 
38 Atlantic or 7 Sesame Street 49 Booh part 
Pacific name 50 Turnove*s' 
40 Totes 8 Native  relattves 
41 Garden plant 9 Former Spanish 51 Hep 
42 Amphibian queen 52 Famous last 
43 Small Kile 10 Most faithful words 
45 Result ol it Sculls scullers 53 Fish of the 
solanzation 12 Eye part N Atlantic 
47 Wearing away 13 Doctor's 55 Nautical term 
40 '* Poetic* aCrfTvonishment 56 Bachelor bash 
49 Fashion 19 Delicacy 57 Lots of tlmt 
50 Certain ol the 21 Pineapple. 59 Oemier  
literati lo Pedro 80 Place m order 
if I TO "Hf VIOUS Milt 
unuuii r.iHim r.ii.ii.iii 
n iiiini liit'i'i .limn 
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